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For now, don't forget our new lace set, and the fact
we have added Aqualine Blue to the Bearissima
color range. I guess you might say we are 'on a
You will receive this just before Easter Sunday and
roll'.
if you are still sewing Easter clothes it will be 'not
so funny an April Fool’s Joke'. So I do hope you
For now that is all and I hope you enjoy the issue.
are finished and can enjoy the weekend, spring
Happy Easter and Happy Stitching –
weather, lovely flowers and Easter bunny
chocolates!

From The Editor –

There are a couple of very interesting articles in
this issue with more ideas and uses for laces. Also,
I hope you find the Swiss stamp article as amazing
as I. I wish we could do more in the USA to
promote
embroidery
and
sewing.
It is worth searching your local town for the many
guilds relating to sewing that may be available to
you. There is the Embroiderers' Guild of America,
numerous needlepoint guilds, Sampler guilds, and
of course the Smocking Arts Guild of America. It is
as easy as googling smocking or sewing or
needlework guilds to find one. Many offer
memberships for out-of-town or out-of-state folks.
They all offer amazing newsletters, classes and
even correspondence courses. This is one time
that 'you do not need to be present to win'.
As Easter 2018 comes to a close we here at Bear
Threads are looking toward the fall and of course
spring of 2019. In the coming months you will find
that many items of which we were out of stock are
in production. But MOST IMPORTANTLY, we will
be having some NEW EMBROIDERIES coming
soon and how lovely they will be. These are really
old fashioned classics that I have been planning
for some time. I am as excited as anyone! You all
know my designs are classics and my quality is the
very best. These will not disappoint you.

Sheila

There are Philatelists the world over, and Switzerland is no
different. In fact, as you might imagine there have been many
Embroidery for Postage?
lovely Swiss scenes depicted over the years in stamps. But this
stamp is unique in that it is embroidered as a motif.
Yes – You read that correctly. Now, I’m not suggesting that Embroidered in two shades of blue polyester yarn, they even
you could make a deal with the United States Postal Service had a self-adhesive coating applied in a specially developed
to embroider pillow cases for free postage, but the Swiss have process. Finally, each motif was individually cut out by laser.
done something quite unique!

AND NOW YOU KNOW!

You all know that the Swiss company Bear Threads, Ltd.
contracts with is the best in the world which allows us to offer
you the most unique, cleanly stitched and exquisite designs in
the industry. And because of that commitment to quality they
were chosen by the Swiss Government for a very special
project a number of years ago. In June of 2000 Swiss Post
presented the world’s first embroidered stamp. New
technology at the time allowed the art of St. Gallen
embroidery to be ‘stamped’.

It is perfectly good for the postage in the amount of 5 Swiss
Francs embroidered on the motif. But of course these were
intended to be for collectors, so very few were used for
mailing the utility bill, although they could have done so. This
photo shows the stamp actually cancelled on a note card.
It is a treasured and unique gift I received during a visit to
their museum a few years ago.
And now you know…..
Sheila T. Nicol

NEW IDEAS FOR OLD FAVORITES
AND
SOME YOU HAD NO IDEA HOW TO USE!!!
We have all been there. We see something really pretty and
different and think, ‘I’ll just buy that for my stash’. You bring
it home and say ‘I’ll think of something really special to do
with this.’ It is carefully wrapped, put away and soon
forgotten. Or, the ‘idea’ for which you were searching never
gelled! This month my doll inspired me to address this
dilemma. She, a gift from a customer nearly 20 years ago,
sits prominently on a bookcase in my office and glancing at
her the other day, I had this idea of sharing some new uses
for some trims and fabrics that have been around as long
as Bear Threads, Ltd.!
Her – she never received a proper name, other than ‘Dolly’
– dress is totally lace with a Bearissima Batiste under slip in
yellow. The lace bodice is our allover lace (stock no. L-308).
It is a lace that is manufactured as 40 insertions wide, which
equates to 33 inches wide. The insertions are not cut apart
but still joined as they were manufactured. HOWEVER, you
could cut them apart IF you were zigzagging them to fabric
or other lace. So, basically you are working with an allover
lace fabric. This lace is PERFECT for the Chery Williams
Vintage Lace Dress where the laces are normally stitched
together – a very time consuming process. For this purpose,
you simply start with a piece of lace each for the front and
back, the length of the dress from shoulder to hem, cut the
lace from bottom the length of the gore and insert the gore
with a zigzag stitch. Voila. Dolly’s bodice and sleeves were
much simpler, as they were cut as the fabric was woven.
Her skirt is Alencon lace tiered. The lace edgings were
gathered and stitched to a base lining. Many of you have
never used Alencon lace in your Heirloom Sewn garments,
but it is beautiful and perfect for special occasion dresses
such as weddings. It is, in fact, generally thought of as a
wedding lace, but certainly appropriate for children in the
smaller patterned styles such as this.
The collar is really cleaver. It is a galloon. Remember last
month in our identification of laces that a galloon is an
embroidery or lace which has a curved or finished edge on
BOTH sides. In ‘Dolly’s’ collar a gathering thread was run
down the center of the galloon and pulled to fit the neck
opening. A beading with ribbon was sewn on top of the
thread which was gathered to fit the neck. Now you have
both a collar and a neck ruffle in one piece!

Editor’s Note: Our stock numbers for this lace are the 600
series. (i.e.: L-670, L-671, L-673 and L-677.) As well I have a
large assortment of vintage Alencons even wider. Please
check with us.
Also, remember you can use our new index of Bear In Mind
Newsletters to search for Alencon laces. You will learn how
to identify these beautiful laces.
PS. If you would like to give ‘Dolly’ a proper name, please
send us an e-mail. I am sure she would love you forever!
Copyright 2018
Sheila T. Nicol, Designs

April Fool’s Joke for Your Children
Whatever flavor juice they drink for breakfast
or dinner, make a Jello package in that same
color. Fill their glass complete with straw and

Brief History of April Fool’s Day
Although it's not a national holiday, April Fools' Day is
widely recognized as a day to play practical jokes and
invent elaborate hoaxes. In other words, it celebrates
foolishness.

chill until congealed. Place it with their meal and This day of pranks and trickery has been observed for
centuries, but its origins are unclear.
watch them try to drink. Good, Ole Clean
Fun…….

Why do we say
“April showers
bring May
flowers”?
The entire saying goes like this:
“March winds and April showers bring
May flowers and June bugs.”
But April isn’t a rainy month across the
United States. And flowers begin
blooming a lot sooner than May in
parts of the South.
So where did this saying come from
and why is it so prevalent?

It turns out the saying originates in the
United Kingdom where it can be pretty
soggy in the spring.

The most popular theory is that France altered its calendar
in the 1500s so the year would begin in January to coincide
with the Roman calendar. Previously, the start of the year
had been recognized at the beginning of spring, around
April 1.
Word of the calendar change traveled slowly though, so
many people who lived in rural areas continued to celebrate
the beginning of the year in spring.
As the story goes, these people were often referred to as
"April fools." They were mocked by having paper fish
stuck to their backs and being called "poisson d'avril," or
April fish.
The fish is said to symbolize an easily caught fish, or a
gullible person, and the tradition continues today.
Although this is the most widely accepted explanation,
Alex Boese, curator of the Museum of Hoaxes, who's
studied April Fools' Day's origins, disagrees with it.
"[The French] theory is completely wrong because the day
that the French celebrated the beginning of the year legally
was Easter day, so it never really was associated with April
1," he told National Geographic.
Boese believes the holiday simply grew out of ancient
European spring festivals of renewal, in which pranks and
disguising one's identity are common.
Historians have linked April 1 to ancient festivals such as
Hilaria, which Romans celebrated at the end of March by
donning costumes.
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